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Question Paper Code : 3026
B.A./B.Sc. (Part-III) Examination, 2018

( New Syllabus )
COMPUTER APPLICATION

[ Second Paper ]
( Advance Topic in Computers )

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Answer five question in all. Question No. 1 is
compulsory. Besides this, attempt one question from
each unit.

1. (a) Write the important applications of computer
graphic. [31]

(b) What are the raster and vector graphics ?
(c) Describe the term Rasterization.
(d) Define the scope of fuzzy logic system in the

context of generalization of classical logic in
artificial intelligence.

(e) Discuss the pros and cons of frame notation with
the help of suitable example.
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UNIT-IV
8. (a) Discuss the purpose of Demand Paging. Explain

it with suitable diagram and illustration. [6]
(b) Explain the concept of Deadlock. Also describe

Deadlock avoidance, prevention, detection,
recovery in short. [5]

9. Write down short note on the following terms related to
operating system : [11]
(a) Time sharing system
(b) Multiprocessing system
(c) System calls
(d) Contiguous memory allocations
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(f) By giving suitable diagram, explain the purpose
of parallel projection.

(g) Describe the purpose of multiple processor
scheduling.

(h) Describe the working of process state in
operating system using suitable diagram.

(i) Identify various criteria that are used as a base
for secondary storage structure.

(j) Define the term story board. Explain the
application of storyboard.

UNIT-I
2. (a) Identify the general principles and factors that

apply to creating computer animation for
multimedia presentation. [5]

(b) List and explain any four software used for
animation. Give features of any two of these
software. [6]

3. (a) By giving example explain the terms : [6]
(i) Morphing
(ii) 2-D and 3-D transformation
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(b) Discuss how multimedia is used in business and
education field. [5]

UNIT-II

4. (a) Discuss several branches of AI in brief. [5]

(b) Discuss various applications of Artif icial
Intelligence. [6]

5. (a) Discuss Digital Image Processing. Also explain
various phases of image processing. [6]

(b) List Software of AI. Give properties of AI. [5]

UNIT-III

6. (a) Explain framework of multimedia systems. [5]

(b) Discuss multimedia presentation and authoring
tools in detail. [6]

7. (a) Discuss multimedia distribution network. Also
explain AIM and ADSN. [6]

(b) Explain the purpose of multimedia servers and
databases. [5]
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